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Foreword

This market guide was produced with the financial assistance of the Trade 
Commissioner Service (TCS) (Embassy of Canada in France). Its role is to help 
Canadian companies navigate the French market and develop business relationships 
with French companies. The TCS offers the following services to its clients on an 
individual basis: 

• Availability of local information (market reports, sectoral surveillance, etc.)

• Research and networking with local contacts

• Upstream and downstream support, as well as during key book fairs in the territory

• Networking with experts on fiscal and banking matters, and all other expertise 
necessary to carry out one’s development in the French market 

The TCS also offers collective services through its association with a series of key events 
in France in order to organize networking events that allow Canadian clients to develop 
their business relations. The TCS organizes upstream webinars relating to certain events 
to present the French market to Canadian companies. 

For more information 

• The TCS in France 

• The TCS for the arts and cultural industries 

https://www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/france/index.aspx?lang=eng&amp;_ga=2.229200412.1213827869.1622294292-2132876539.1622294292
https://www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/sectors-secteurs/arts-and-cultural-industries-arts-et-industries-culturelles.aspx?lang=eng&amp;_ga=2.154320696.1213827869.1622294292-2132876539.1622294292
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Introduction

With 67  million inhabitants, France is an enticing country teeming with book 
possibilities. This market consists of thousands of publishers and sales points, and over 
100,000 active titles. The year 2020, marked by the COVID-19 pandemic, witnessed 
particularly vivid resilience in the sector, with only a slight attrition in sales, as well as 
a genuine increase in independent bookstore traffic. In such a market, the first among 
the cultural industries, stability conceals the disparities and obscures the fragilities in 
this “solidary” book chain. How to orient oneself in this sphere? How to work with new 
partners? How to win at rights sales and co-publishing? How to adapt to new trends? 
All stakeholders ask themselves these questions. When one is established in Canada 
and wants to develop book sales in France, there are rules, codes, and best practices that 
allow one to maximize success.

Thus, we present in these pages what one needs to know to successfully export books to 
France, whether by marketing one’s own brand or by selling rights to French publishers.



Characteristics
In 1981, the law on fixed book prices, also known as Lang’s Law from the name of the 
Minister of Culture,1 decreed that the publisher sets, for everyone, sales prices for each 
book. Retailers, big and small, have since offered books at the same price, with the 
possibility of offering a 5% discount. The price must appear on the book in print or on a 
label. This provision, which seeks to protect creative labour, allows for the preservation 
of an important network of sales points of all sizes.

It is important to know that the provision of the 2008 Law of Economic Modernization 
(LME) imposes a cap on payment deadlines in France, but the book sector is exempted 
from this.

Moreover, the fiscal definition, established by the General Tax Administration in 
1971, allows books to be defined as a product benefitting from a VAT rate (value-
added tax). Consequently, the publisher sets the price excluding taxes since the VAT  
is set by the state.

We must also consider another judicial framework that applies to books: 

• The state, territorial authorities, and libraries can benefit from reductions 
of up to 9% for their own needs (the resale of specific books being prohibited).

• Unsold copies of new releases received at the date of publication can be returned 
by retailers within a window of 3 to 13 months, excluding certain books that are 
definite sales. This provision, in practice, extends to all new releases regardless of 
the order date, and some distributors even accept returns after the 13-month period.

Reading Habits and Book Consumption
A study commissioned by the Centre national du livre (CNL) in 20192 underscores the 
stability of French reading practices. Here are some key figures: 

• The French are largely readers, with 92% of them having read at least one literary 
genre in the past 12 months.

• The French remain attached to physical books; the reading of digital books is growing 
marginally. 

1  .See . http://traduction culture gouv fr/url /Result aspx?to=en&amp;url=https://www culture gouv fr/Sites-thematiques/Livre-et-lecture/
Les-politiques-de-soutien-a-l-economie-du-livre/Prix-du-livre .

2  .Centre .national .du .livre, .Les Français et la lecture, .2019, .https://centrenationaldulivre fr/donnees-cles/les-francais-et-la-lecture-en-2019

Overview of the Print 
Book Market

http://traduction.culture.gouv.fr/url/Result.aspx?to=en&amp;url=https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Sites-th
http://traduction.culture.gouv.fr/url/Result.aspx?to=en&amp;url=https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Sites-th
https://centrenationaldulivre.fr/donnees-cles/les-francais-et-la-lecture-en-2019
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• 31% of the French population read at least 20 books per year (considered “avid 
readers”).

• The number of books read per year averages 21, an increase of one compared to 2017.

• The major genre is the novel (classic, crime, science fiction, romance), followed by 
the practical book, and bandes dessinées (manga/comic books).

• Readership is predominantly female.

Source: .Ipsos, .“86% .des .Français .ont .lu .au .moins .un .livre .en .2020, .soit .6 .points .de .moins .par .rapport .à
2019 ” .https://www ipsos com/fr-fr/86-des-francais-ont-lu-au-moins-un-livre-en-2020-soit-6-points-de-
moins-par-rapport-2019 

Market Size
Two sources provide information on books sold in France: the GfK Institute (Growth for 
Knowledge), which makes extrapolations, and the French Publishers Association (SNE), 
which delivers data from publishers each year. According to the latter, French publishers 
sold 435 million books3 in France and abroad for a net revenue of €Euro2.665 billion 
(an increase of 5% compared to 2018, not including revenues resulting from rights 
sales) in publishers’ revenues received. In contrast, GfK presents a measure of sales 
of the French market in public price revenue, excluding taxes, rather than rebated 
revenues:4 €Euro3.9 billion and 342 million copies sold in 2020. According to GfK, 
the global market of cultural goods is valued at €Euro9.6 billion in 2020, the second 
sector after books being video games, valued at €Euro3.22 billion, followed by videos 
at €Euro1.61 billion. The music industry ranks fourth with €Euro0.90 billion.

3  .Les chiffres de l’édition 2019–2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, .page .6 
4  .GfK .report, .2021 .book .conference, .page .2 

https://www.gfk.com/home
https://www.gfk.com/home
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Translations into French
The number of books translated into French in 2019 amounts to 12,970 (Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, cited by the SNE5), of which 62% were originally in English. 

Titles Translated into French in 2019
Source : .Les .chiffres .de .l’édition .2019–2020 .: Rapport statistique du SNE, page .64 

5  .Les chiffres de l’édition 2019–2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, .page .64 

Titres traduits en langue française en 2019

Other 10.8%

German 5.5%

English 62.2%

Italian  4.3%

Spanish 3.1%

Japanese 14.1%



Sales Distribution by Publishing Divisions
Literature is at the top of market shares according to the two sources, estimated at 
21.5% in 2019 by the SNE, with humanities and social sciences in second position 
and school education in third position. Humanities and social sciences include history 
but exclude documents, current news, and religion. Bandes dessinées rank sixth after 
children’s books and practical books (2019).6

Market Shares by Publishing Division, 2019

Source : .Les chiffres de l’édition 2019–2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, page .12 

6 Les chiffres de l’édition 2019–2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, page .12 

Publishers

Parts de marché par segment éditorial 2019

Other 
8.6% 

Literature 
21.5%

Humanities and 
social sciences 
14.3%

Practical books
12.8%

Documents, 
current news,

essays
3.5%

Bande dessinée
11.5%

School
education
14.6%

Children’s books
13.2%
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Distribution of Sales Between Paperback and Other Formats
Weight of Paperback in Revenue

Source : .Les .chiffres .de .l’édition .2019–2020 .: Rapport statistique du SNE, page .8 

Weight of Paperback in Copies Sold

Source : .Les .chiffres .de .l’édition .2019–2020 .: Rapport statistique du SNE, page .8 

Paperback publication constitutes the second life of a book in literature and 
humanities—works are rarely published in only hardcover or paperback formats. From 
the nine-month mark after the publication of a book in hardcover, the book is edited in 
a small format collection and at a low cost (from €Euro9 to 11). The market comprises 
five major paperback collections, belonging to the big publishing groups (Livre de 
poche, Pocket, Folio, J’ai lu, Points), numerous publishers have created their own 
collections to reinforce the presence of their stocks. The SNE7 set the net revenue at 

7  .L’édition en perspective 2019–2020, .SNE .report, .page .29 

Poids du format poche en chiffre d’affaires

Paperback
14.50%

Other formats
85.50%

Poids du format poche en exemplaires vendus

Paperback
27%

Other formats
73%
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€Euro386.8 million in 2019, and book sales at €Euro111.7 million, that is to say 14.5% 
of the market revenue (with 27% in books).

Publishing Production and Average Print Run
The number of produced titles generates vivid reactions, even resulting in the frequent 
use of the term “overproduction,” which implies that there are too many books in 
the market, making it difficult for books to stand out. According to the SNE,8 with 
44,660 new releases in 2019, this number has peaked, even slackened (in 2020, the 
decrease is more significant due to the difficulties resulting from the temporary closure 
of bookstores). The average print run is 6,645 but this varies widely. 

The Publishers’ Overview9

According to the Minister of Culture, there are 8,000 companies that publish books, 
of which publishing is the primary activity of 4,000. Among them, 1,000 demonstrate 
significant economic activity. While there are numerous stakeholders, the two biggest 
publishing groups, Hachette and Editis, represent close to 35% of the market. The 12 
biggest groups represent, with their different publishing brands, approximately 80% 
of revenues. As such, Madrigall, after its acquisition by Flammarion and Casterman 
of Gallimard, is the third largest, ahead of Média Participations, a leader in bandes 
dessinées that just acquired La Martinière-Le Seuil. The fifth-largest publisher, Lefebvre-
Sarrut, specializes in the judicial field. The major stakeholders have integrated different 
book chain links, as is the case with Hachette, a main distributor that also possesses 
sales points in the Relay stations and airports. The other most important distributors 
are Editis with Interforum, Gallimard with Sodis (which relies on other distributing 
subsidiaries, as well as bookstores), and Flammarion with Union Distribution (UD). 
Média Participations relies on Media Distribution Services (MDS) and Média Diffusion. 
As for DILISCO, it is a distribution structure that belongs to Albin Michel. There are also 
a few independent distribution structures of more modest size, the most important one 
being Harmonia Mundi Livre.

8  .Panorama .Livres .Hebdo, .2020 
9  .For .more .information, .see .the .Livres .Hebdo .overview .and .the .SNE .document .L’édition en perspective 2019–2020 .SNE, .pages .12–13 



Sales Circuits

Sales Channels
According to the SNE,10 sales from outside distributors through publishers’ vendor sites 
and wholesalers represented 24% of the market in 2019. Club sales are at less than 
2%, which represents a significant drop in registrations to France Loisirs (formerly 
Bertelsmann). This practice, significant from 1990–2000, was based on a marketing 
strategy heavily focused on affiliates and supported by specialized boutiques to offer 
bestsellers under the club’s brand at lower prices than their initial publishers, without 
it being considered as competition to bookstores.

Bookstores
Close to 15,000 sales points, most of them independent, are located all over the territory, 
which the profession separates into three categories. The first level groups together the 
most important bookstores, often located in downtown areas, which number between 
600 and 1,200 according to different distributing profiles. They are characterized by the 
professional specificity of the bookstores, their informational needs, and the number 
of references presented. The second level, sometimes called proximity bookstores, is 
not systematically visited by distributors; it includes 1,500–3,000 small bookstores, 
publishing presses, or specialized bookshops. The 10,000 other sales points are second-
hand and multi-product, this third level not being furnished by all distributors. The 
pandemic period in 2020 induced a strong resilience among bookstores, with Click & 
Collect and readers’ demonstration of support. In 2019, Gfk11 valued level 1 bookstores 
as 23.5% of the French market. Based on our own estimations, the other bookstores 
would be at 20–24%.

Cultural Mass Merchandisers
Cultural mass merchandisers refer to multicultural product stores such as the Fnac, 
which joined with the appliance stores Darty and Cultura. These 250 or so sales points, 
out of town or in downtown areas, represent 27.3% in a year in which their revenues 
decreased by 9.1%. The 40 biggest Fnac sales points work directly with representatives 
and decide on a large portion of the books they receive. However, a hundred other Fnac 
stores are remotely managed, meaning that book management chooses their stock for 
them. In Cultura’s case, their headquarters makes recommendations on the quantities 

10  .Les chiffres de l’édition 2019–2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, .page .10 
11  .GfK .report, .2021 .book .conference, .key .numbers .at .the .end .of .December .2019 
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of new releases to stock. In-store vendors have the option of modifying these numbers, 
especially during visits from representatives.

Online Sales
Internet sales are not shared by GfK because communicating them would amount to 
revealing the revenues of Amazon, the incontestable leader. Indeed, if most bookstores 
and specialized superstores rely on Internet sites, the American giant must represent 
close to 90% of online sales. We estimate that online sales in the French market 
represent 12–16.2% of the market share.

Major Food Retailers or Hypermarkets and Supermarkets
This category is valued at 14.1% of the market share, with a mainstream approach 
focused on strong sales and partly on low-priced picture books and colouring 
books. The decrease in sales, which has been ongoing for many years, was slightly  
halted in 2020.

Other Channels
Media libraries, traditional libraries, and schools are served by bookstores, some of 
which have developed highly professional information services for their communities. 
Dedicated salesforces often act as specialized distributors. 

Other very specific channels serve to complement distribution for some publishers. As 
such, service stations, specialized stores focusing on bio, sports, games, and toys, 
as well as gardening, which reference few titles, generally ask for specific logistics, 
but can achieve significant sales. These stores require adapted distribution, in-store 
visits, or work at procurement headquarters (for example, the Nature et Découvertes 
banner which, in addition to its products, offers books on subjects ranging from 
the environment to personal development). Similarly, museum bookstores 
can be an interesting outlet if one can overcome the obstacles related to finding 
people to take charge of accounting management and decision-making. A notable 
exception to the rule, the Réunion des musées nationaux (RMN), which represents 
major museums, is advised by classic distributors and, in the case of some museums,  
is visited by representatives.

According to the Lang Law, discounters can sell books that have been on the market 
for over two years but are no longer marketed in the classic bookstore circuit. Few 
bookstores working with new books order books at reduced prices—which surprises 
foreigner observers—but some bookstores and market stalls specialize in the retail of 
new books sold at reduced prices. This market, about which there is little data, seems 
to be rapidly waning; in fact, over half of such businesses have disappeared. One can 
assume that online buying and selling practices have deeply affected this sales channel. 
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When it comes to export, this practice can be broken down into two categories: large 
export, which deals with non-Francophone countries with Francophone bookstores, 
and Francophone export, which deals with the Benelux (Belgium, Switzerland, 
Luxembourg) and Québec. Export is generally covered by national distributors 
supported by dedicated teams or multi-card representatives.



Commercial Chain 

The Marketing and Promotion of Print Books
The term distribution refers to the intermediation between publishers and sales 
points. Representatives present upcoming new releases and propose restocking, 
and often they suggest publisher activities to enliven their collections or themes. 
These representatives may or may not take orders. Their objective is to fructify the 
revenues of the catalogue that they provide to sales points in their geographic sector. 
If the distributor’s objective is to generate as much revenue as possible, eventually, by 
limiting the risks of returns, the schedule of new publications determines the general 
organization. Indeed, marketing teams face the issue of having to promote new releases 
prior to publication in order to do the following: 

• Transmit to each publisher targeted order estimates prior to publication in order to 
allow for print run adjustments when possible

• Respect the commitment toward sales points that these new releases will be delivered 
by their publication dates

To do so, program meetings take place three to four months prior to the date of 
publication, in which publishers can be invited to present upcoming releases, eventually 
in the presence of authors, with the leaflets and book covers already drafted. 

Distribution therefore consists of one or multiple commercial teams with an 
organizational structure that includes the following: number of representatives, 
geographic distribution, organization according to the levels of clientele, and 
commercial conditions (discounts granted to sales points according to rubrics or 
“particular sales conditions”). 

The distributor can give expert advice to its publishers, relying on the experience of 
its teams, and building on statistics and market reports drawn from the findings of an 
internal marketing service. However, the distributor does not decide, nor invest, 
in marketing strategies or publisher communication strategies under any 
circumstances.

The distributor, who often belongs to a publishing group, also takes care of distribution 
for independent publishing houses in order to monetize its organization, provide a 
certain margin, and increase its commercial impact by gaining visibility. As such, 
medium-scale publishers can choose from many partners, in which case they 
would be considered clients. With the number of distributing structures in decline,  
small publishers often have limited options and are not guaranteed to find  
national distribution.
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Self-distribution obscures the disparities between small publishers that make their own 
sales contacts and larger publishers that appoint a sales team. Over a thousand small 
publishers do not have access to a distributor to connect them with bookstores. A self-
distributing publisher inevitably deals with only a limited number of bookstores. In 
certain cases, however, this is not a handicap, particularly when the target market is not 
national. For regional goals, a limited number of sales points will suffice. The strategy 
might even consist of attempting to contact all non-professional sales points in their 
zone of interest. On the other hand, not all bookstores have the capacity to welcome 
all distributor representatives and publishers without distribution. A big bookstore 
can schedule approximately 60 sales calls per month, whereas a medium-sized general 
bookstore (revenues under €Euro1 million) welcomes about 20 representatives per month.

In France, a distributor works in exclusivity, which means that they are the only 
one who sells the publisher’s books to sales points. The publisher commits not to 
sell directly to these sales points but can sell books to individuals via their website  
or at book fairs.

The Distribution of Print Books
Distribution combines stocking activities, order processing, package preparation, 
dispatch (logistics), returns, billing, and recovery from sales points. As such, the 
distributor acts as del credere (guarantor) among its client publishers, meaning that if 
a bookstore or chain does not settle its account with the distributor, the distributor can 
still settle accounts with the publisher. Distribution activity is industrial, necessitating 
heavy investments to guarantee service efficiency and reliability. The challenge of 
dispatching waves of new releases, called “standing orders” in distribution terms, 
is to receive the deliveries from the printers and then process the orders within 
approximately one week to be able to serve, in the three to four days preceding the 
date of publication, all sales points that pre-ordered. Depending on the organization, 
the distributor provides the publisher with statistics.

Marketing and promotion are, for the most part, supported by distribution by the same 
group. They are affiliated “sisters” or are part of the same society. Thus, a publisher 
signs a contract with the marketing and promotion agent, integrating the distribution. 
A publisher does not choose their distributor when there is a proposal from an agent. 
However, it is possible to find a distributor without using the services of an agent; this 
concerns bigger-scale publishers, rarely small publishing houses.

The bookstores are responsible for round-trip freight charges. However, Prisme, an 
organization stemming from the inter-professional association, allows for bundling 
packages to minimize costs, with distributors being partly in charge of them.

Furthermore, in some regions wholesalers can substitute for national distributors to 
supply retailers locally.
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The Presence of Foreign-Language Books
Generalist bookstores in France include a section for foreign books, mainly in English, 
that essentially consists of bestsellers and classics. According to some bookstores, this 
represents 0.4% of their revenues. As such, close to 1,000 independent bookstores and 
brands order the classics (mainly in paperback), as well as the original texts of new 
releases in France and those having received international acclaim. Aside from a few 
titles, this does not offer a great sales potential for Canadian publishers.

The main suppliers are Pollen, which circulates 50,000 titles from the Office du livre 
français (OLF, which distributes to European countries from Switzerland); SIDE, which 
is increasingly geared toward scholarly and extracurricular works in multiple languages; 
Libri for the Fnac; and wholesalers such as Gardners.

How to Access the Belgian and Swiss Markets
With Belgium being a member of the European Union, access to the Francophone 
market is easy, and the price of books is the same as in France (inscribed on the outside 
back cover). Price adjustments, called “tabulated statements,” have been ceasing 
gradually since the adoption of a decree related to the cultural protection of books 
in 2018. As such, since January 1, 2021, new releases and reprints no longer have 
tabulated statements. The distribution has recently been carried out by France for the 
most part, as distribution stops were dismantled. Marketing and promotion structures 
are at times treated as independent from the marketing and promotion in France, and 
at other times integrated as a supplementary French sector. A contract with a distributor 
thus includes access to Belgium.

For Francophone Switzerland, access can come from a specific provision since the costs 
are not the same: the conversion to currency proper to the country goes through a 
tabulated statements system, which often increases book prices by 20%. Indeed, the 
commercial chain must therefore integrate an additional distributor. These societies 
are independent or tied to French groups. Paradoxically, the traffic of people at the 
Franco-Swiss border is more free-flowing than it is for books, to the extent that some 
Swiss border crossers make their purchases in France or order online based in their 
neighbouring country (the Fnac, for example). Accessing this French market therefore 
comes down to the ability to access Francophone export.

The Value Chain
The solidary book chain has a price for the publisher since bookstores and distributors 
will share a part of the face value of sold books. In general, retailers in France benefit 
from a discount of 33% up to a maximum of 40%, with an average of 38%. The 
distributor receives a sales commission (approximately 17%), which brings the total 
commission up to an average of 55–56%. That leaves the publisher with some 45–44% 
of the public price excluding taxes.
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Distributions often function on a “movements” commission-base rather than a single 
rate. Indeed, it is stated in contracts that there are send and return rates, or that there 
is a return threshold beyond which additional commissions apply. In conclusion, the 
cost of distribution, which includes bookstore discounts, varies according to the annual 
percentage of returns. Distributors must accept returns from retailers in order to credit 
them, to triage them for restock when the books are in good condition or destroy 
them (or return them to the publisher) if needed, and to rebill publishers with the 
handling afterward since it represents a processing cost. This rebilling takes the form 
of commissions or provisions whose rate is annexed to the contract.



Distribution

Trade Policy and Communications 
Distributors carry out the publishers’ trade policy rather than create it, but it is possible 
for a publisher to rely on their advice, notably for book covers, prices, book presentation, 
market data, communication, and even print run. However, the responsibility of 
the launch belongs to the publisher since they choose and finance the books to 
publish. As such, advertisement, including entries into group catalogues for which a 
charge is paid, advertisement at points of sales (POS), and communication campaigns 
are not part of the distributor’s allocations. The policy toward the readership depends 
on the publisher, but also on the bookstores that act as mediators.

From this perspective, the publishing house takes charge of animating social media 
accounts, of media relations, and of eventual advertisements (advertising books 
is prohibited in France, according to the Lang Law, so as not to advantage larger 
publishers over small and medium-sized publishers). These logically ensue from the 
publisher’s attention to marketing, which implements the means to reach potential 
buyers. Due to the low sales margins of the sector, market studies are too expensive 
for their expected return on investment. Such studies can, however, be conducted 
for certain collections or structured and competitive divisions such as practical books 
(for instance, cooking, gardening, arts and crafts), travel guidebooks, extracurricular 
educational publishing, or even children’s books.

Bookstore Relations
Publishers can also develop relationships with bookstores. The terms overdistribution 
and bookstore relations highlight that this work is complementary to the distributor’s 
workload. It is about strengthening bonds and communication with bookstores. 
Anything that mobilizes bookstores is good, beginning with fostering a desire to read 
the publishers’ works, understanding their dimensions, selling them, and reinforcing 
messages to the readership such as organized events and specific point-of-sale activities 
(displays, bookstore table styling). The bookstore can ask the publisher to invite an 
author to the store to create an event together. This privileged relationship is profitable 
for both stakeholders—if the bookstore can devote time to the publisher—in addition 
to meetings with the commercial representatives of distributors.

The person in charge of bookstore relations does not take purchase orders so they 
do not interfere with the representative’s missions. Good coordination between the 
two results in mutual benefits since it can increase the sales of the distributor, and 
consequently those of the publisher. The profession of bookstore relations was developed 
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over the last fifteen years. Before, it was simply a duty of commercial management 
(internally). Publishing houses can make use of external functions for media relations or  
bookstore relations, or even communication agencies or community managers for 
exceptional projects.

New Releases and Stocks
As we have seen, the schedule of bookstore visits varies according to the schedule of 
new release prospects. It also corresponds to the cycle of mediatization that promotes 
new releases. The media and bookstores strive to stay abreast of new releases, and for 
that they need to be informed early. For 2020,12 GfK announced that books published 
in that year constituted 51% of the market, recent stock 21% (titles on the market 
for less than three years), and old stock 28% (titles on the market for three years or 
more), an increase of 7%.

Generally, the life span of a new release is tied to the first three months, with a return 
period that begins in the fourth month, reaches a peak at the sixth, and continues on 
until the thirteenth month. If the average of returns is around 25%, the average of 
new release returns is higher, usually surpassing 40%. From experience we can say that 
targeted orders are highly valued by publishers and constitute the main revenues for 
the distributor. However, targeted orders have dropped considerably. This foreshadows 
a general decrease in returns and increase in restocking. Note that restocked books are 
equally “returnable.” However, when there is restocking, it indicates that book sales 
began in bookstores and one can anticipate fewer returns.

Restocking concerns new releases whereas stocking refers to backlist books, books 
assigned for courses, and the classics. However, its sales also necessitate bookstore 
activities for occasions such as anniversaries, events, publication of an author’s new 
release, etc., or commercial operations on collections, notably in paperback during the 
summer, with purchasing bonuses for the buyers. Stock fluctuations might also generate 
returns. A publisher can guarantee revenue stability to a certain extent since old stocks 
generate 20% of the sales, sometimes up to 50%. In the case of literature, hardcover 
books can be replaced by paperback collections, which transforms the revenues into the 
sales-of-rights revenues. Increasingly, publishing houses create their own collections of 
paperback formats to ensure the exploitation of their stocks.

How to Research Distribution Partners
For small publishers, it is not always easy to find a distributor since distributors are not 
always looking for new client publishers. Their objective is to monetize costs while 
being efficient for their publishers, so they must monitor their capacity to sustain the 
volume of books that they handle—particularly new releases—as well as the decrease 
or departure of publishers. For this reason, some distributors can decline proposals 
and “chase” away independent publishers. They must also anticipate the evolution in 
volume in terms of new releases as well as backlist titles (and their stocking). A medium-
sized publisher (around €Euro1 million in revenue) can interest a distributor. In some 

12  .GfK .report, .2021 .book .conference 
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cases, revenues above €Euro500,000 attract the attention of smaller distributors, but 
less so the larger ones. Other factors can affect the motives of a distributor so simple 
revenues are not necessarily sufficient. Here are a few selection criteria:

• Quality of revenues (low rates of returns, few new releases but enough to be visible, 
possibility for some titles to reach high sales scores)

• Business strength: financial health, good treasury capacity, sound management

• Coherent editorial approach, brand image

• Complementarity with publishers already in the portfolio (in terms of genres and 
sectors)

• Professionalism to manage a publication and marketing program, and cognizance of 
the book chain, which facilitates the partnership between publisher and distributor

If the perfect match exists, a distributor’s desire to accompany a publisher in their 
development can be motivating for the teams and heighten brand image, generating a 
potential for medium-term revenues.

Publishers with significant revenues that meet the criteria are welcome among 
distributors. When team capacity is insufficient, the perspective of revenue can incite 
them to recruit an additional representative. In this case, there is genuine competition 
among those ready to propose commercial conditions and improved services. One 
must target distributors who appear to have adapted, based on the following selection 
criteria:

• Client coverage: Does the publisher want to privilege brands? Reach small bookstores? 
Specialized bookstores? The number of representatives is an indicator, but it is 
insufficient.

• Complementarity with the catalogue profile; the level of eventual editorial 
requirements

• Commercial relationship: the agreement with contact persons, the services they 
propose (advice, information transmission, meetings, etc.)

• The statistical tools provided, which make the publisher more autonomous if they 
can analyze client sales

• The commercial conditions and other contractual provisions 

Essential Elements of a Distribution Contract
The smaller the publisher, the smaller their negotiation margin. We present here the 
essential elements rather than an exhaustive list of contract clauses. Exclusivity is 
stated at the beginning of the contract—note whether it concerns retailers (sometimes 
the sales points are specified) and the libraries covered by bookstores. The contract should 
include clauses concerning the publisher selling at book fairs and to individuals from 
their website. The territorial perimeter is detailed and the Francophone countries 
may appear in it (with a different commission). It is up to the publisher to decide if they 
would like to exclude certain zones in which there is already a commercial partner. 
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Commissions are certainly a determining factor, and there are many different systems:

• A commission on net return revenues. This is a singular commission, practical for 
establishing provisional accounts. An additional commission for excessive returns is 
often planned. A tier of annual return rates is fixed and a commission rate is added 
if this tier is exceeded.

• A commission on the net return revenues cannot include the logistic processing of 
returns; instead, a rate for the triage and restocking of returned books will be set.

• Movement commissions are set, including a commission on the outgoing flow 
and another on returns. Another commission requires simulating these flows on 
a spreadsheet. This variable system generates a total cost that increases as returns 
increase.

The adjustment delays are generally 90 days payable either at the end of the month 
or on the 10th or 15th. A clause called guarantees or return provisions states that 
the distributor must protect themselves from risks of non-payment on the part of the 
publisher, which can happen when the latter finds themselves in bad standing with 
returns exceeding billing. To this end, the distributor demands a deposit during the first 
months of the contract. This amount can be replaced by a bank guarantee.

In addition to the commission, stocking and overstocking costs are considered. 
A stocking period, beyond which the service becomes paid, is generally proposed. For 
example, stocking is free for the equivalent of 4, 6, or 8 months of sales. When the last 
4 months of sales are at 10,000 copies, free stocking is for 10,000 copies. A formula 
is usually included to explain how to calculate the sales for the period. Overstocking 
(after the completion of the free period), the triage of returns and stocking, and other 
benefits, are specified in the annex to the contract, according to an applied fee and 
an annual update by the distributor.

A contract duration of three years is standard for the start-up phase. The renewal 
period can be for one or two years, and renewal is rarely an issue. The two parties 
generally look to establish a medium-term partnership. In some cases, publishers can 
stay on for 20 years—or even in perpetuity—with the same distributor. If they change 
partners, the range of options is rather limited. Usually, relationships last at least 6 years 
and typically closer to 8 to 10 years.

The end of a contract is usually three to six months after the notice letter that the 
collaboration is ending to prepare for the transition to a new partnership. The contract 
includes departure clauses. These are complex and often inapplicable but guarantee 
the distributor against unpaid fees.

Librairie du Québec – Distribution du Nouveau Monde
The Librairie du Québec, property of Groupe Hurtubise, is set in the fifth arrondissement 
of Paris and offers books concerning Québec, all publishers mixed, and in all sections. 
In addition, the site distributes for publishers under contract with Distribution 
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du Nouveau Monde (DNM).13 For over 20 years, DNM has taken care of distribution 
and billing for 50 or so Québécois publishers in Europe.

Distribution is handled by CED-CEDIF, whose team of representatives commercialize 
a selection of titles by publishers under contract with DNM. This choice is made by 
DNM in coordination with other publishers in order to offer books aligning with the 
French market. As such, DNM represents the publishers in the market, in relation to 
distributors, even as far as making recommendations regarding commercial approach 
and communications (contacts for press agents, bookstore relations, organization of 
meetings with authors and bookstores in France).

13  .See .https://www librairieduquebec fr/librairie html

https://www.librairieduquebec.fr/librairie.html
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General Characteristics
Legislation regarding the book trade is reviewed regularly to adapt to an evolving 
market. As with the VAT on print books, a reduced rate of 5.5% is applied to digital 
books as of 2012 in response to their categorization as services in the European 
Economic Community. In France, as with print books, there is a 2011 law for the 
fixed digital book price that applies to the French based in France and elsewhere. 
A mandate agreement frames the duties and norms that govern relations between 
distributors and retailers, as well as the conditions imposed on the client by the retailer. 
In exchange for the mandate, the retailer receives a sales commission of 18–30%.14

The contract with the authors has evolved to integrate a new digital component 
arranged between the SNE and the Conseil permanent des écrivains. It states that 
digital use must be treated separately and calls for specific remuneration. Some criteria 
are included to account for the sustained and documented exploitation of a work. The 
scale is based on a percentage of sales in public price excluding taxes, and, if the price 
is not known beforehand, it is established based on net revenues.

The Market
In 2019, 376,291 digital books were available for purchase from 1,650 publishers, 
according to the SNE.15 For th e same year, the market was €Euro232.3 million in 
revenues, which represents 8.7% of the total net revenues on book sales. The professional 
and university sector represents 62% of the digital market. The digital revenues for that 
sector represent 36.56% of print and digital sales, explained by the distribution of 
databases in medicine and law.

14  .Conseil .permanent .des .écrivains, .Signature d’un nouvel accord auteurs/éditeurs, .29 .June .2017  . .
https://www conseilpermanentdesecrivains org/accord_contrat_edition_numerique_juin_2017/

15  .DILICOM, .quoted .in .Les chiffres de l’édition 2019–-2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, .page .15 

https://www.conseilpermanentdesecrivains.org/accord_contrat_edition_numerique_juin_2017/
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Sales .Revenues .of .Digital .Books .in .2019

Source .: .Les chiffres de l’édition 2019-2020 : Rapport statistique du SNE, .page .15 

Subscription and package revenues—consisting of many works or magazines accessed 
by lump-sum licences—represent 47.2% of the market, compared to the revenues of 
digital books (or downloads) that reach 50%.

The major companies represent the core sales, while over 100 bookstores have 
developed offers from their websites, and even more since 1,500 bookstores can offer 
their clients digital books through bundles. Amazon—which is hardly compatible with 
other retailers and readers—represents, with Apple and Kobo/Fnac, over 80% of the 
digital book sales market (that is, excluding packages and subscriptions).

The GfK Institute16 differs in its assessment of the market because it only accounts for 
digital books. For 2020, they estimate that the market was worth €Euro135 million, an 
increase of 26% (18 million copies) for 2.9 million readers.

GfK ascertains that 3.3 million people bought audiobooks in 2020, an increase of 70% 
over 2019. Data concerning the audiobook market in France have yet to be collected, 
while companies have significantly developed their offerings. Amazon’s Audible (which 
signs exclusive deals with authors and publishers), Hachette’s Audiolib, Lizzie at Editis, 
Gallimard’s Écoutez lire, as well as more modest companies such as Thélème, Frémeaux, 
De vive voix, Éditions des femmes, and L’Iconoclaste are all players in this market. 
We differentiate between the physical audiobook (studied by GfK) and the digital 
audiobook. Médiamétrie conducted a study on “the use of audiobooks, digital and 
physical, during the confinement period of spring 2020” that shows a strong increase 
in use, with 9.3 million people having listened to an audiobook on a physical device 
(18% of French people 15 years old and up) and 8 million people having listened to 
digital audiobooks (15%).17

16  .GFK .report, .2021 .book .conference 
17  .See .http://mediateurdulivre fr/dossiers/abonnements/synthese-des-recommandations-du-mediateur-du-livre/

Chiffre d’affaires des livres numériques en 2019

General public 
(outside of literature)
6%

Scholarly
10%

Literature
13%

Professional and university
71%

http://mediateurdulivre.fr/dossiers/abonnements/synthese-des-recommandations-du-mediateur-du-livre/
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Prices and Formats
In general, the digital price is lower than that of hardcover books by 20–30%, with 
more discounts applied over time. There are package offers for CAIRN (humanities 
articles), or Histoire premium that target history in university bookstores, open access 
offers, and subscription plans that propose “freemium” and “premium” and whose 
revenues are distributed proportionally to the number of pages read (Youbook). With 
Apple imposing a price structure that follows the format XX.99 above the €Euro10 
mark, and XX.49 or XX.99 below €Euro10, this pricing approach has spread to all 
publishing offers. 

University libraries make use of access licences for scientific publications, which 
grant their users access throughout a white-label site for the full duration of the 
licence. Library loans concern all other libraries and resemble the practice of print 
book borrowing: a number of readings or downloads is set, as well as a number of 
simultaneous uses or a set number of days.

Ebook formats are the same across the world: ePub, ePub 3, ePub fixed layout, and 
PDF (which allows for perusing excerpts), in addition to the signature formats of giant 
companies such as iBooks for Apple and Mobi for Amazon.

New formats are also emerging: applications and hybrid formats (webtoons, strips) that 
are often subsidized, but move further and further away from digital books..

Distribution of Digital Books
The workflow for digital books follows the same model as that for print books. It includes 
the same types of stakeholders (publishers and distributors) with the same tasks. The 
term aggregator applies to an intermediary chain between distributor and bookstore, 
and can also designate other companies that are integrated into the distribution.

The main functions of digital distribution are the following: 

• Stocking files, metadata, and enriched data—with the task of updating

• Distributing to individuals on behalf of retailers (via access code), with respect to 
the territories

• Delivering the link to download a book to the client after transmitting the metadata 
to reference books

• Preserving security implementation (locks) such as DRM (digital rights management) 
or watermarks (electronic tattoos) according to the publishers’ wishes

• Approving retailers and operations, after data collection and opening accounts in 
technical terms (verification of update performances, reliability, traceability, respect 
of territories, usage licence)

• Working with certain clients, namely Amazon and Apple, and verify these orders 
(the distributor must be able to control and contest if needed)

• Issuing shipping statements for the publishers or aggregators/distributors
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• Managing the commercial relationship, the agreement with contact persons, the 
services that they propose (advice, information transmission, meetings, etc.)

• Marketing via statistical tool offers, data, etc. to the buyer

• Managing library loans

Distributors play a central role in the management of orders. They ensure data 
security and guarantee through the retailers that the publisher’s restrictions and 
wishes will be respected. Note that the processing of digital files can extend to digital 
audio files. Nevertheless, their role is more limited in the case of bookstores that are 
exclusively online, called pure players, which constitute a significant portion of the 
market. Some distributors are connected to classic distributors who can guarantee the 
billing and recovery with the retailers, as well as the restoration of statistics. As such, 
digital distributors associate with or depend on publishing groups. This is the case for 
Eden Livres (supported by solutions from the Québécois group De Marque), whose 
shareholders are Madrigall, Actes Sud, La Martinière, Numilog (a Hachette subsidiary), 
or the e-platform Editis. Immatériel, conversely, is an independent distributor.

The Marketing and Promotion of Digital Books
Marketing and promotion can boost digital works on commercial sites. Numilog and 
Immatériel are notable distributors as well as marketing and promotion agents, whereas 
e-Dantès (speculative fiction and literature), Izneo (bandes dessinées), and familiar 
marketing and promotion agents like Gallimard, Interforum, Harmonia Mundi Livre, 
and Hachette Livre focus strictly on marketing and promotion.

This approach rests on the following functions:

• Commercial activities among retailers, upstream prospects (eventually following the 
same schedule as print books), promoting books on retailer sites (with pre-ordering 
on certain sites)

• Negotiating rebates, signing contracts

• Managing services relating to the press, banners, and digital trailers

Classic distributors participate in the promotion of books in paper format among 
bookstores that also sell ebooks. The process is grounded in the same procedure—only 
some pure players such as Apple add themselves to this process. Knowledge of the 
catalogue, of the issues surrounding new releases, and of retailers can be an asset for 
the classic distributor, who nevertheless does not always allocate sufficient resources 
to promotion. Thus, the classic distributor generally proposes a contract of digital 
book distribution, accompanying their contract for print book distribution. The global 
commission amounts to approximately 40–45% with timelines of 45 days on average.



Selling Rights

Why and How to Sell Rights to the French Market
In a generally tense economic context, where sales in bookstores may not suffice 
to achieve the necessary levels of profit, rights sales, notably translation rights, can 
constitute a new source of revenue for the publishing house.

The development of translation rights also contributes to strengthening the author–
publisher relationship, showing the author that the publisher is proactive in  
many channels. It also allows for constructive exchanges with a network of  
international partners.

The strategic choice of developing translation rights is a medium- to long-term project 
since it often necessitates several months of negotiations. However, progressively, it 
leads to growing, regular revenue.

In the French market, one book out of six originates outside of France, making it one 
of the most important markets in the world. French publishers pay close attention to 
international trends, particularly those in underrepresented countries or regions.

Securing Translation Rights 
Before taking further steps, one must verify the chain of rights relating to translation 
rights by searching in the publishing contract (with the author or authors, or their 
representatives, such as agents):

• That the author or his or her agent has assigned the rights to translation to the 
publishing house, in all languages and to all countries, with the possibility of 
assigning them to a third party;

• That the conditions of remuneration, in this case, are clearly delineated. For example, 
“the publisher will give to the author X% of the received net sums regarding the 
assignment rights to third-parties.” The percentage going to the authors comes from 
an agreement between parties, but is generally at least 50%;

• And that the duration of the publishing contract allows for the assignment of 
translation rights to third parties for a minimal duration of five years (which is the 
minimum usage).

If one of the above elements is not mentioned in the publishing contract, or if it is 
incomplete, it would be necessary to negotiate and sign an amendment with the author 
or his or her proxy.
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Modes of Entry
Two main modes of entry are possible. In both cases, the publisher assigns to a third 
party (in general, a publishing house) the rights to translation and to commercialization 
of a work in an established language and territory for a duration of time (in general 
from five to seven years with non-automatic renewal) and with financial compensation.

In the most classic case of assignment of rights (or “simple transfer” or “royalty 
deal”), the following elements are negotiated between the parties:

• A proportional remuneration based on retail sales price excluding taxes; the 
percentages can vary according to sales levels, for example 10% up to 10,000 copies 
sold, 11% between 10,001 and 20,000 copies sold, 12% over

• A retainer (or advance or copyright royalty) paid by the rights purchaser at signing, 
publication, or split 50%/50% between the two.

The publisher who purchases the rights commits to offering the selling publisher an 
annual statement indicating the number of sales, the calculation of the amortization 
of the retainer, and any complementary rights that need to be settled.

This mode of entry is the easiest to implement and the most practical for entering the 
French market. French publishers are accustomed to this practice.

In the case of illustrated books like coffee table books, practical books, picture books, 
children’s documentaries, etc., it is possible to create a “co-edition.”18 In this case, the 
selling publisher prints the copies of the translated book and sells the non-returnable 
print run to the co-publisher. If organized well ahead of time, this sort of black-plate-
change/translation project can benefit from grouping many languages simultaneously 
to benefit from the economy of scale. The financial component no longer consists of 
proportional remuneration and an advance, but a sales price for co-edition and delivery 
of a negotiated print run. For example, 5,000 copies, sold at a unit price of €Euro3.50 
per copy, delivered directly to the client’s warehouse (= €Euro17,500). This global 
amount can be billed in three segments (upon signing, before print, and after print).

This option, generally at the selling publisher’s initiative, allows for:

• Better control over print quality

• Perfect information about the commercialized quantity and copyrights received

• Margins superior to the “simple” assignment of rights

However, one needs to consider the time and complexity of managing relations  
with the co-publishers and properly evaluate the eventual financial risk of a massive 
printer’s bill.

18  .The .terminology .is .not .uniform .according .to .usages .or .countries  .By .convention, .we .use .“co-edition” .(in .English .for .the .assignment .of .book .
manufacturing .rights  .“Coédition” .or .“coproduction” .(in .French) .is .reserved .for .the .co-publishing .of .a .work .by .two .publishers .(as .explained .below) 
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In both cases, the purchasing publisher is generally fully responsible for the translation 
and its costs, and remains its full owner, even after the eventual end of the assignment 
of rights contract.

Two other options are possible:

• Direct distribution, publishing directly in the target market under one’s own 
brand, but through a publisher specific to that market. This option is further 
discussed elsewhere in this guide.

• Coédition or coproduction, a collaboration between the original publisher and a 
local partner in which each party shares the costs and benefits through the division of 
certain operations (distribution, communication, marketing, promotion, secondary 
and derived rights, etc.). This option offers the selling publisher the most significant 
revenues but necessitates perfect collaboration and agreement between the parties.

Essential Elements in an Assignment of Rights Contract
• Duration: five to seven years in general, usually without automatic renewal

• Language: French

• Territory: the European Union at a minimum; be attentive to the inclusion of other 
territories

• Type of distribution: physical bookstores, online, wholesalers

• Publication delay: between 12 and 24 months after signing the contract

• Minimum quantity printed, minimum retail sales price

• Proportional remuneration, copyright royalty (including settlement conditions)

• Content, date of annual statements, settlement of complementary rights

• Technical specifications (format, binding) of the translated edition, digital rights 
(electronic book)

• Mention of copyright and authors

• Inclusion (or not) of secondary rights, notably paperback edition
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Strengths and Weaknesses According to Mode of Entry

Assignment of Rights Co-edition Coédition or
Coproduction

(Co-publishing)

Strengths - .Easy .and .quick .to .
implement

- .Little .work .for .the . .
seller .after .signing . .
the .contract

- .Maintain .control .over .
print .and .sales

- .Superior .revenue

- .50/50 .collaboration .
between .the .two .
partners

- .Each .brings .their .best .
assets

Weaknesses - .Limited .control .

- .Limited .revenues

- .Time .for .co-edition . .
follow .up

- .Co-edition .and . .
financial .risks

- .Perfect .harmony .
needed .

- .More .difficult .to . .
implement .and .to .
manage

Sale of Rights Agents
An agent specialized in the sale of translation rights in the French market can be a 
judicious choice. This agent puts their expertise at the disposal of the selling publisher 
in the assignment of rights, their privileged contacts with French publishers—an 
essential element for a market with a large number of stakeholders—and their capacity 
to negotiate favourable contracts. They can take charge of the assignment of rights 
process for the publisher, from the establishment of a strategy to the recovery of sums 
owed. The agent may take on the entire catalogue or a selection of titles. They are 
generally remunerated in commissions on the sums received on contracts negotiated 
(generally 10–20%).

Externalization through an agent allows the publisher to accelerate the transfer of rights 
process, but it does not foster the creation of this competency within the publishing 
house or, generally, the creation of privileged relations with the purchasing publishers. 
The publisher remains dependent on the agent, and if the collaboration were to cease, 
the benefits of a well-furnished address book of partners could be limited.

A non-exhaustive list of agents specialized in the assignment of rights is presented in 
Appendix 4.

Presenting One’s Publishing House and Selecting Potential 
Titles

Drafting a Strong and Relevant Presentation for One’s Publishing 
House
The French publishers you contact will need to understand, in a few lines or minutes, 
the history and editorial positionality of your publishing house. The exercise—
difficult but necessary—of drafting this presentation of the publishing house should 
simultaneously allow you to personalize the offer while announcing the selection of 
titles you are proposing.
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This presentation is often inspired by your story, written in your catalogues or on your 
website, and must emphasize:

• The date of creation, the evolution of the publishing house (founders, leading 
authors, total number of published titles and number per year, etc.)

• The publishing category or categories of the catalogue

• Market differentiation, locally and generally

The most important aspect of this presentation is to differentiate your publishing house 
from the masses.

Selecting Potential Titles
According to statistics provided by the Syndicat national de l’édition in France, French 
publishers focus their sales of translation rights on general literature (novels), children’s 
books (all categories mixed), bandes dessinées, humanities and social sciences, and 
practical books.

It is difficult to establish a strict criterion of attractiveness, but the following can be 
determining factors:

• Notoriety of the author and/or their past works

• Relation to current events

• Literary style, original and attractive pitch

• Sales in the original territory and in other languages

• Major prizes

• Reputation of the original publisher

French publishers will mostly be interested in new releases; however, important backlist 
may also be of interest.

Whether used physically or digitally, prospective material provides a reference for 
publishers you want to contact. Besides an introduction to the publishing house, this 
material generally comprises a sales pitch for proposed titles, including key sales factors, 
author bio, format, date of publication, price, prizes, reviews, and any relevant facts 
such as other rights sales or adaptations, etc.

After the first sign of interest, it is typical to send the French publisher a complete PDF 
(low resolution) so that they may review the work in its entirety.

Prospective French Partners

Determining Potential Partners
The French market is characterized by a strong concentration around big publishing 
groups (Hachette, Editis, Média Participations, Madrigall) and by the richness of its 
independent publishers (many thousands), notably outside the Parisian region. Aside 
from the available directories (Livres Hebdo, SNE, Bief, etc.), specific and precise research 
is often useful to find publishers close to one’s publishing niche.
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Such research can be undertaken in various ways:

• By leveraging your network of partners, which could provide suggestions of similar 
houses

• By studying the offerings of bookstores, wholesalers, or online retailers

• By researching similar authors

• By consulting professional press or organizations, such as SNE or Bief

• By participating in book fairs, such as the Paris Book Fair in March

Once the target publishers are established and the contact person is found, in-person 
meetings are preferred, especially for the first meeting, whether at book fairs or on 
dedicated sales trips. These meetings, often 30 minutes or less, are carefully prepared, 
especially in terms of the number of titles presented and the order of presentation.

Conversely, prospection can take the following forms:

• Via email, addressing the contact person in a unique and personalized manner to 
demonstrate better efficiency

• Via mass mailing (physical or digital) of generic prospection material. This method is 
efficient because of its outreach to a large number of publishers but can be drowned 
out in the flow of communication since French publishers are highly sought out. 
These campaigns can relate to the new releases of a specific period, a theme or genre, 
an author, a selection of backlist titles, or a particular current event.

• Via social media, namely LinkedIn, Facebook, or Instagram, which allows for a less 
direct commercial approach and is more focused on publishing content

Prospection often takes many months before either refusal or contract. It necessitates 
frequent but non-intrusive outreach bringing, when possible, new information about 
the works in question (sales success, prizes, press, new translations, etc.).

Face-to-face Meetings
Book fairs remain privileged meeting moments between professionals, and the 
assignment of rights are at the heart of these discussions. As experienced rights and 
publishing professionals know, the Frankfurt Book Fair in the fall, the London Book Fair 
(mostly adult books and some children’s books), and the Bologna Book Fair (children’s 
books) in the spring are the main fairs for translation rights. Livre Paris (also in the 
spring) is a general public fair but allows for the development of professional meetings 
and exchanges.

Participation at these fairs requires good and early preparation (approximately six 
months beforehand), namely, to prepare the prospection material, to determine the 
contact persons and to solicit them as early as possible in order to convene an on-site 
meeting (generally of a 30-minute duration).

The global health context since spring 2020 steered such meetings towards the 
videoconference format, making exchanges more regular but also more difficult  
to organize. 
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Negotiations
Some contracts can have a long lifespan, so particular attention should be paid to the 
following points:

• Proportional remuneration: minimum 6–7% with progressive percentages

• Advance: must cover at least 50% of the first print run; ideally, two-thirds, three-
quarters, or the totality

• Contract duration: fixed duration is preferred, without automatic renewal

• Ensure reception of the work in the target market

• Verify the annual sales statements

Summary
Between the decision to sell translation rights and the signing of the first contract—
or even achieving profit—several months or even several years can elapse. However, 
this investment, when the selection of titles is small and the establishment of targets 
precise, can become a significant source of revenue for the publisher and can affirm 
their publishing image on the international level.

 



Conclusion

Possibilities and Issues for Canadian Publishers
Over 50 Francophone publishers have a footing in France, either through Distribution 
du Nouveau Monde (DNM) or through direct distribution. Among the latter are Éditions 
de l’Homme (Interforum), Lux Éditeur (Harmonia Mundi Livre), Écosociété (Harmonia 
Mundi Livre), Alire (Interforum), Le Quartanier (Harmonia Mundi Livre), La Peuplade 
(CDE), CHU Sainte-Justine (DOD &amp; Cie), Éditions du Boréal (Interforum), Les 
400 coups (Interforum), La Pastèque (Média Diffusion), Somme toute (Makassar), and 
Mémoire d’encrier (Harmonia Mundi Livre). Leméac Éditeur has an agreement with 
Actes Sud, which publishes some of its books in France. Other publishers have ceded 
the rights to some of their books to on-site publishers, regardless of whether the book 
is in French or English.

Here are some titles geared toward Francophones: L’Orangeraie by Larry Tremblay at 
La Table ronde and then by Folio, Sous béton by Karoline Georges in paperback by Folio, 
the novels of Catherine Mavrikakis at Sabine Wespieser, the bande dessinée Ramshackle 
by Alison McCreesh at Rue de l’échiquier, Kim Thúy at Liana Levi, Éric Plamondon 
at Phébus, Christine Eddie at Héloïse d’Ormesson, the work of Élisabeth Vonarburg 
(at Éditions Mnémos and Les Moutons électriques whereas Alire is distributed by 
Interforum in France), Patrick Senécal (Pocket) or Anne Robillard (Michel Lafon). For 
Anglophones, the examples are numerous, the best known being Margaret Atwood, 
Joseph Boyden, Robertson Davies, Emily St. John Mandel, and Alice Munro.

In terms of Anglophone publishers, original-language books are almost 
nonexistent in France, so much so that the solution for these publishers lies in the  
assignment of rights.

Recommendations 
The choice to sell rights or to root oneself directly in France depends on the business 
strategy:

• Direct distribution in France of the complete or partial catalogue

• Distribution in France of some titles by DNM

• Assignment of book rights to third-party publishers

Being distributed in France requires a significant investment. It does not suffice to find 
a partner; one must also be available to work with them, understand the market, react, 
and communicate on-site. As such, the recent successes of Lux Éditeur, La Pastèque, 
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or La Peuplade depend on a person ensuring the relay in France, a person with ties to 
the bookstores, the media, and the distributor, a person who represents the house in 
France (and in the Benelux). For such an investment, the resources and potential must 
align. It is with this mindset that one must count on a minimum of new releases that 
can penetrate the market, perhaps 8–10 titles.

If only a few titles seem to have potential, you can choose to sell the international 
rights to publishers that have the means to promote the books under their banner or 
to depend on DNM for commercialization under your own brand.



Appendix 1.  
Major Book Distributors
Significant distributors without third-party publishers 
• Gallimard distribution at the first level of bookstores (Sodis distribution)

• Albin Michel distribution at the first level (Hachette distribution)

• Actes Sud distribution in bookstores and specialized wholesales (Union Distribution 
distribution)

• Lito distribution

• Bamboo (Hachette distribution)

• L’école des loisirs distribution (UD distribution)

• Humensis distribution (close to 95%) at the first level (UD distribution)

• Les Arènes/L’Iconoclaste at the first level (Interforum distribution)

• Libella at the first level (Sodis distribution), Michelin (joined Média Diffusion in 
2020)

• Larousse at the heart of Hachette, or Nathan at Interforum, which function 
independently from the other publishers of their group.

Significant distributors without publishers per se
• Harmonia Mundi Livre (distribution)

• Cedif-Ced (four distributors according to the publishers, Belles Lettres, Pollen, DOD 
& Cie,

• DILISCO)

• Sofédis (Gallimard group, Sodis distribution)

• Makassar distribution (bandes dessinées and children’s books)

• Serendip (distribution)

Other significant national distributors 
• Interforum (numerous teams, all levels, proper distribution)

• Hachette (numerous teams, with a Prolivre subsidiary, proper distribution)

• Flammarion UD

• Centre de diffusion de l’édition (Gallimard group, Sodis distribution)

• Geodif (Eyrolles group, Sodis distribution)

Appendixes
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• DILISCO (distribution)

• Belles Lettres Diffusion Distribution (BLDD distribution)

• Delsol (bandes dessinées, Hachette distribution)

• La Diff (bandes dessinées, Hachette distribution)

• Média Diffusion (MDS distribution)

• Cap Diff (distribution MDS)

• Éditions Auzou (children’s books, Sodis distribution)

• DOD &amp; Cie (Daudin distribution)

• DG Diffusion (spirituality)

• AVM (religious, distribution)

• Salvator (religious, distribution)

The biggest distributors, Paris
• Hachette-LDS relies on many regional sites in addition to a site in Paris

• Interforum (Editis)

• Sodis (Madrigall)

• Union Distribution (Madrigall)

• Média Distribution (Média Participations)

• Belles Lettres Diffusion Distribution

• Pollen

• Makassar

The biggest distributors, regional
• Hachette-LDS relies on many regional sites in addition to a site in Paris

• DILISCO

• Harmonia Mundi Livre

• DOD &amp; Cie (Daudin society)
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Appendix 2.  
Main eBook Distributors

Distribution
• Eden Livres (Madrigall subsidiary, Actes Sud and La Martinière, supported by the 

technical operator De Marque)

• ePlateforme Editis

• Hachette Numérique

• Numilog (Hachette subsidiary)

• Adilibre (Albin Michel group)

• Immatériel (independent distributor)

Marketing and Promotion
• Eden Livres > Izneo, Gallimard distribution, CDE and Sofédis distribution, Harmonia 

Mundi Livre, Média Diffusion, and Eden Diffusion

• ePlateforme Editis > Interforum Diffusion

• Hachette Livre > Hachette Numérique

• Numilog > Numilog Diffusion

• Adilibre > Albin Diffusion, DILISCO

• Immatériel > e-Dantès, OpenEdition, L’Épée, DG Diffusion, Neobook, and Immatériel 
Diffusion

Other Players
• ePagine is not a distributor in the sense that it does not bill retail clients and does 

not fulfill all the obligations of a distributor. It serves as an intermediary for many 
bookstores and offers services to publishers. Its structure depends on Tite Live, the 
society that developed the main management software for independent bookstores, 
as well as their Internet websites, and that gives access to the Edistat statistics service, 
a panel that estimates book sales in France.

• Vivlio is a brand for reading devices and an ebook bookstore or e-library:  
https://shop.vivlio.com 

• OpenEdition Books is a national research database that brings together over 10,000 
books on the humanities and social sciences from over 110 publishers and offers 
works to consult for free but that are not downloadable, as well as paid access plans 
to acquire more recent titles in PDF or ePub formats.

https://www.titelive.com/a-propos/ssh-1820
https://shop.vivlio.com
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Appendix 3.  
Useful Institutions and Associations
• Embassy of Canada in France: Access to commercial information on France and 

help from a commercial delegate. https://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/france/
index.aspx?lang=fra 

• Québec Delegation in Paris: https://www.international.gouv.qc.ca/fr/paris

• Actualitté: Current news on publication (free access). https://actualitte.com/

• BIEF: The Bureau International de l’Édition Française promotes French publication 
abroad and provides a list of publishers and contacts. https://www.bief.org/

• CLIL: Commission de  Liaison Interprofessionnelle du Livre has the following 
objective: “the development of the market and book promotion, the study and 
improvement of practices relating to the book chain.” This association takes 
charge of developing nomenclatures to describe digital and physical books (see the 
CLIL classification, the FEL [exhaustive book file] database) as well as mutualized 
distribution to bookstores outside of the Paris region. https://clil.centprod.com/

• CNL: Le Centre National du Livre falls under the Ministry of Culture. It 
supports authors, translators, event organizers, and publishers, in addition 
to accelerating studies on the entirety of the chain. A non-French publisher 
can submit an international translation request to translate a French work 
into a non-Francophone language. This help of up to €Euro35,000 is allotted 
according to many criteria and is subject to a certain number of restrictions: 
type of work, risks taken, literary quality, accessibility to a large public, rights 
contract already signed, etc. https://centrenationaldulivre.fr/aides-financement/
subvention-aux-editeurs-pour-la-traduction-d-ouvrages-en-langue-francaise

• DILICOM: The society belongs to an association of bookstores (Alire) and to a group 
of distributors. DILICOM (DIstributeurs-LIbrairies-COMmunication) has the mission 
to facilitate electronic data interchange (EDI) and sharing between stakeholders. 
https://dilicom-prod.centprod.com/index.html

• DNM: Distribution du Nouveau Monde and Librairie du Québec. Contact: Yan Rioux.
https://www.librairieduquebec.fr/distribution.html

• Edistat: Statistical service aimed at book and publication professionals, which offers 
formulas to access sales estimates of the French book market. https://www.edistat.
com/

• Electre: Database belonging to Cercle de la librairie, which generates bibliographical 
notices of French-language books in 76 countries. Electre allows for indexing libraries 
and relies on the Dewey international standard. https://accueil.electre.com/

• Festival d’Angoulême: Bandes dessinées fair attended by the general public and 
professionals (January) https://www.bdangouleme.com

• GfK: Growth for Knowledge is an international society based in Germany, which 
offers data to stakeholders of mass consumer markets and durable goods. Major 
publishing houses and certain distributors use the GfK panels on the book market; 
access is paid. https://www.gfk.com/fr/a-propos-de-gfk#

• Livre Paris: Annual fair in Paris attended by numerous Canadian publishers 
(March). https://www.livreparis.com

https://actualitte.com/ 
https://www.commission-fel-clil.org/classification-clil/
https://www.commission-fel-clil.org/classification-clil/
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• Livres Hebdo: This magazine covers current events in the sector (paper and digital 
versions with paid access). https://www.livreshebdo.fr/

• OLF English Books: Multimedia distribution centre based in Switzerland that 
distributes books across Europe. https://www.olf.ch/Enbooks.aspx

• Salon de Montreuil: Fair dedicated to children’s books on the outskirts of Paris 
(December). https://slpjplus.fr

• SIDE: International distribution and publication society that ensures the distribution 
of works in foreign languages. https://www.side.fr/

• SLF: Le Syndicat de la Librairie Française represents close to 600 bookstores. https://
www.syndicat-librairie.fr/accueil

• SNE: Le Syndicat national de l’édition represents French publishers. For foreign 
publishers, studies on readership, interprofessional agreements, and types of 
contracts are accessible. https://www.sne.fr/ 
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Appendix 4.  
Agents Selling Rights to the French Market
Some of the agents below are members of the Syndicat Français des Agents Artistiques 
et Littéraires (SFAAL, http://www.sfaal.fr/). This list is not exhaustive.

Anna Jarota Agency
https://annajarota.fr/

Books and More Agency
https://www.bamlitagency.com/

Julie Finidori Agency
https://www.jf-agency.com/

Agence Michelle Lapautre
https://agencelapautre.com/fr/accueil/

La Nouvelle Agence
https://www.lanouvelleagence.fr/

Agence Litteraire Eliane Benisti
http://agenceelianebenisti.com/presentation-de-lagence/

Marotte et Compagnie, literary agency
https://www.instagram.com/marotteetcompagnie.litt.ag/

Trames
https://trames.xyz/
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